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I . L A  V I E  Q U OT I D I E N N E

Cognizant of its force, the all- female dance piece Dans Un S’Y Mettre by Burkinabe 
choreographers Auguste Ouédraogo and Bienvenue Bazié opts to begin with the oppo-
site: whispered words, in conversation. Four dancers gather in a small circle and chat in 
Dioula, a language of the Mande family prevalent in West Africa. While the topic is 
unclear — their voices are hushed, just beyond hearing range, and not all audiences will 
understand the language — the scene evokes the familiar, possibly even universal image 
of women shooting the breeze.

As they speak, the women’s personalities emerge. Salimata Wologem breaks the 
quartet by walking away, apparently hurt. Sturdy and introverted, she is the outsider 
of the group. Mariam Pale coaxes her back with cosmopolitan knowingness. Abigal 
Sena Atsugah, a reedy dancer of firm conviction, circles the others and fades to the 
sidelines. Wologem recedes too, leaving Pale to argue with Salamata Kobre, who is 
in turn scrappy and combative. Her short outbursts, declamations about her world, 
turn quickly into warm, generous energy and curiosity. Kobre acts like this offstage, 
too. Their volleying escalates and transforms into French: “Droit!” “Gauche!” “Droit!” 
“Gauche!” “Droit!” “Gauche!”

Dans Un S’Y Mettre is the first contemporary dance piece to feature four female 
dancers created in Burkina Faso, a landlocked country bordering the Ivory Coast, 
Ghana, Togo, and Benin to the south, and Mali and Niger to the north. The piece is a 
by- product of Engagement Féminin, a training program launched by Ouédraogo and 
Bazié in 2008 to address the lack of professional women artists in contemporary dance 
in Burkina Faso and West Africa. Despite the surge of interest throughout the conti-
nent in professionalizing the form, many women have faced significant hurdles to par-
ticipation. In an interview in 2010, Nelisiwe Xaba, a South African artist and one of the 
more visible female choreographers circulating today, observed the difficulty of identi-
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fying the cause: “I don’t have a solution about the reason why there aren’t female danc-
ers. It is a social problem, also. And sometimes it is different country by country . . . ”  
In nodding to social concerns, Xaba touches on the conundrum: to increase women’s 
access to the profession, does one work first to transform society, or the dance world?

Engagement Féminin focuses on transforming the dance world by offering 
regular éditions, or training sessions, exclusively for women. While later editions have 
involved guest choreographers, male and female alike, Ouédraogo and Bazié created 
Dans Un S’Y Mettre with four women as a trial run, to familiarize the dancers with 
tropes of contemporary form. As the artists explain in the promotional materials, the 
choreography aestheticizes the terms of its own creation: “Dans Un S’Y Mettre must 
be seen more as an experiment which primarily aims at taking into account and giv-
ing opportunities to female choreographic artists to experience creative process.” 
Positioned as an initial effort, an “experiment” within the larger arc of Engagement 
Féminin, Dans Un S’Y Mettre’s resulting aesthetic profoundly interrelates with the pos-
sibility of social transformation through dance. As such, the piece can be understood 
not merely as a dance but rather as a uniquely emerging aesthetic — a throughway of 
sorts — which takes form en route toward the expansion of professional opportunities 
for women in West Africa.

Social stakes this high resonate through the choreographic choices, including the 
choice to begin with a theatrical representation of everyday life, or la vie quotidienne. 
The French- peppered Dioula, the incorporation of les panniers, the baskets ever present 
in the workplace and at home, and the humming marketplace and mopeds that aurally 
inflect the opening scene strongly signify West African culture. In introducing the 
dancers through behaviors drawn from la vie quotidienne, the choreographers sidestep 
a history of egregious representations of women as sex objects, mother figures, harpies, 
or fierce, masculine- tinged Amazonian warriors. Instead, Ouédraogo and Bazié noted 
the dynamic of the dancers’ conversation during rehearsals and incorporated it into the 
finished piece. In this social world, women converse freely, voice their opinions, and 
argue — a world that has been there all along, now elevated quietly into visibility in 
performance.

Easing into dance as gently as the choreography eases into its pro- female mes-
sage, the women’s conversation eventually transforms into movement. At first absorbed 
individually, the dancers stretch their arms to sky, draw through space with their wrists, 
lunge low, and lean lightly on each other. Later they engage in a series of gestures 
in unison, curved over at the waist with their arms held in front of them, palms up 
as if holding a bundle of goods. Moving across the floor, they rely on a deeply bent 
and active plié. Their elbows swing backward and return to the cradled position, in a 
gesture that evokes unspecified labor. The choreographers deploy familiar strategies of 
canon, unison, asymmetry, and spatial design — just enough structure to feature each 
woman’s idiosyncrasies. Wologem dramatically sweeps her basket through the space, 
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taunting the others. Pale surfs on the crest of movement phrases, rather than digging in 
deep. With keen awareness, Kobre blazes through her environment. Atsugah’s insistent 
belief in her actions radiates.

The seamless transition — one minute they’re chatting, and the next they’re danc-
ing — fits with the West African cultural understanding of dance as wholly integrated 
into daily life. But this conversion is not without a twist, for the dance the women 
perform is not recognizably traditional. Neither tightly rhythmic, nor repetitive, and 
without drumming accompaniment, the movement phrases are drawn from a basic 
modern dance vocabulary of lunges, weight sharing, and gestures that demarcate space. 
By creating a piece that integrates contemporary movement idioms into the space of the 
everyday — a place typically reserved for traditional West African dance — Ouédraogo 
and Bazié offer the unfamiliar through the deeply familiar, aiding in the reception for 
Burkinabe audiences unaccustomed to watching contemporary dance, much less per-
formed by women.

Lacina Coulibaly’s 
workshop for 
Engagement 
Féminin. 
Ouagadougou, 
Burkina Faso, 2011. 
Photo: François 
Bouda
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Local reception is not the only way to read the piece, however. In addition to ven-
ues in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso’s capital city, and in Bobo- Dioulasso, the nation’s 
second largest city, the artists have performed Dans Un S’Y Mettre in France and the 
United States (at Yale University, under the auspices of the World Performance Project 
and Yale Repertory Theatre). Ouédraogo and Bazié have toured their previous creations 
in Europe. I first saw the work while visiting Ouagadougou in 2010. While their use 
of familiar West African cultural markers may ease the reception of the dance within 
Burkina Faso, for a foreign audience the language and setting denote cultural other-
ness, necessitating a different process of education in the possibilities for contemporary 
dance from Africa. Helping it to travel across cultural boundaries, the work’s specific-
ity dismantles both resistance and stereotype. Viewers get to know these women, not a 
West African Everywoman.

Another voice enters in as the women’s exchanges begin to shift into dance — this 
time a male voice-over, speaking in French: “Situation . . . action.” The dancers pause 

Dans Un S’Y Mettre, 
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when they first hear the voice and then continue to move with the word action. Reveal-
ing that the “everyday” is a theatrical representation, shaped by directorial choices, this 
moment could be read as the long arm of the patriarchy, extending its usual, invisible 
reach over women — until the feat that occurs next. By dancing, the women overtake 
the lightly drawn choreographic structure. Through their unwavering commitment to 
the angled, sweeping, cutting arm gestures and grounded footwork, their subjectivities 
emerge, as if each woman were carving out a room for herself, which happens to be on 
a stage. The most brilliant directorial choice the choreographers make is to facilitate 
expression, and step out of the way.

Dans Un S’Y Mettre avoids the path of admitting women into the dance profes-
sion by imposing a technique articulated by male bodies. Instead, through a compli-
cated dynamic, the choreographers and dancers together work to create a contemporary 
dance of distinctly West African sensibility, defined by female authorship. Not surpris-
ingly, the dancers have an opinion about the scope of their newly gained kinesthetic 
powers, and the centrality of women to la vie quotidienne. One audience member asked 
during a talkback at Yale, “When you are given the opportunity for the very first time 
ever to express yourself through your movement, to express your emotions, and ideas, 
through your body, what do you most want to say?” To this, Atsugah responded: “We 
are expressing life. Not just the lives of women. Life.”

I I . ENGAGEMENT  FÉMININ

Ouédraogo and Bazié established Engagement Féminin in 2008 under the auspices 
of their dance company, Art’ Dév/Compagnie Auguste- Bienvenue. According to the 
company’s website, the project’s goal is to contribute to “the emergence of a new gen-
eration of professional female choreographic artists in Africa.” Leading up to each edi-
tion, the company disseminates a call across West Africa for applicants, who must have 
some prior training in dance. The materials are circulated through e- mail, the Internet, 
and social media, as well as by word of mouth, and in both French and English. To 
apply, dancers submit a short biography, letter of intent, and letter of recommendation. 
Each edition lasts approximately four weeks and takes place at La Termitière/Centre 
de Développement Chorégraphique (CDC), a major center for contemporary dance in  
Ouagadougou. The dancers accepted into the program must cover their travel and 
housing and pay a fee of ten thousand FCFA, approximately twenty US dollars.

Prominent African female dancer- choreographers who circulate internation-
ally do exist, indicating certain discrepancies between on- the- ground social realities 
and transnational performance networks. Often cited as a matriarch of contemporary 
dance in Africa, Senegalese- French choreographer Germaine Acogny came of age 
as an artist in the 1960s under Senegal’s president Léopold Senghor and remains a 
vital force today. Irène Tassembédo, a Burkinabe teacher and choreographer, has been 
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active since the 1980s, establishing her career first in Paris before returning to Burkina 
Faso and opening a dance school in 2009. Robyn Orlin, a South African dance art-
ist, lives and works between Johannesburg and Berlin. Zimbabwean- born choreog-
rapher Nora Chipaumire has risen to distinction through the Brooklyn – New York 
City contemporary dance scene. In 2012, the project Voices of Strength, produced by 
New York – based MAPP International Productions and featuring five carefully selected 
female African artists — including Xaba, Kettly Noël, Nadia Beugré, Maria Helena 
Pinto, and Bouchra Ouizguen — toured the United States. The project description for 
Voices of Strength implicitly linked their work to a feminist agenda, in stating that it 
dealt “with complex political and social themes, referencing women’s struggles toward 
empowerment.”

Still, the lack of women in contemporary dance conspicuously persists. Speaking 
about her challenged efforts to recruit female dancers, Kenyan choreographer Juliette 
Omolio noted: “Some of them get married, and of course dance is not always viewed as 
a very good career choice. . . . It’s not an easy field to work in, because sometimes there 
is not a lot of money.” The website Shifting Traces: Dance and Technology in and out-
side of Africa, directed by Ohio State University professor Esther Baker- Tarpaga, docu-
ments interviews with other female artists, each of whom recount different dimensions 
of women’s unequal representation within professional dance. Running through their 
comments is the inextricable relationship between aesthetic production and the social 
context in which that aesthetic is created.

While Engagement Féminin’s mission does not explicitly state the goal of social 
transformation, it is undeniably a component of the project. For the participants, 
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obtaining freedom of artistic expression means working through social conditions that 
have held women back from the ability not only to pursue dance professionally but also 
to enter any profession, acquire economic autonomy, and choose a life path of their 
own devising. To become fully striped professional dancers, Kobre, Pale, Wologem, 
and Atsugah had to circumnavigate the prevailing options. As Kobre explains, echo-
ing Omolio, “Young women in Burkina Faso see before them the possibility of getting 
married, having children, and spending their days taking care of their husband and 
children. Pursuing a professional contemporary dance career is unheard of for a woman, 
and places the woman in danger of being undesirable to a man — a dance career, a career 
in the arts, makes her potentially unmarriable.”

Women have made numerous official advances in Burkina Faso, which is made 
up of a blend of religious affiliations dominated by a Muslim majority, with the added 
influence of Christian and animist religions. In 1984, the government ratified the UN 
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women. In 
matters of land access, marriage, and inheritance, men and women legislatively have 
equal rights. The 1991 constitution explicitly prohibits workplace discrimination based 
on sex. Inside the continent, an awareness of gender inequality continues to grow, as do 
national programs created to address the inequities. In Burkina Faso, the participation 
of women in government is on the rise. More and more international funding flows 
into Africa each year to support social initiatives related to women, including funding 
from the United States. Engagement Féminin notably differs from other social devel-
opment initiatives by being the exclusive undertaking of Burkinabe artists, not a foreign 
nongovernmental organization.

But this legal shift has been slow to produce fully realized social change. A 1994 
fact sheet issued by the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations 
reports that the laws are “not widely enforced and, therefore, have had a limited impact. 
The majority of women are unaware of their rights because of lack of information, illit-
eracy and the weight of tradition.” An article published in 2002 by the Swedish organi-
zation International IDEA describes the ongoing cultural hurdles to women’s participa-
tion in government: “In the socio- cultural traditions of Burkina Faso, women are most 
often perceived to be inferior to men. Numerous women themselves are convinced they 
do not have the right to participate in public decision- making; instead they conform 
to ‘virtues’ such as obedience and submission.” In a 2010 human rights report, the US 
State Department described an environment in which women continued “to occupy a 
subordinate position in society and often experienced discrimination in education, jobs, 
property ownership, access to credit, management or ownership of a business, and fam-
ily rights.” Within or in spite of these social forces, change is occurring. While efforts 
to promote African women within the field of contemporary dance have arisen else-
where on the continent, Engagement Féminin may be the most systematic and focused. 
Ouédraogo noted in an interview that their project is aware of and participates in the 
growing feminist movement in Africa.
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Drawn from across West Africa, the participants have distinctly individual sto-
ries about reaching Engagement Féminin, largely because each country has a differ-
ent political history, economic situation, and religious profile, and therefore different 
relationships with gender politics. Even within the same country, a woman’s experience 
will differ according to her family’s ethnicity and religious affiliation. In most cases, the 
dancers of Dans Un S’Y Mettre earned their family’s support. Pale’s family embraced 
her education in the arts, enabling her to study with prominent Burkinabe theater and 
dance artists and musicians. Through her singing, which is throaty and resonant, she 
has toured Africa and Europe. Salamata Kobre first performed coupé décalé, a popular 
musical form with a dance accompaniment, which is also known as la danse moderne. 
Originating at the turn of the millennium in Paris, through ex- patriot musicians from 
the Ivory Coast, coupé décalé migrated back to the continent to become popular in 
West Africa. Several of Kobre’s friends were studying contemporary dance, which per-
suaded her to apply to Engagement Féminin. The decision was risky, she says, given 
how little most Burkinabe know about contemporary dance, or accept women within 
its domain. Initially resistant to her professional choices, Kobre’s family now attends her 
performances.

Reckoning with family wishes also played a role in Abigail Sena Atsugah’s path. 
Ghanaian by birth, Atsugah attended the University of Ghana. Her family originally 
wanted her to study science. Instead, she majored in dance, through the university’s 
department of dance studies. The university’s enrollment is just under thirty thou-
sand students, with a male- to- female ratio of 2:1. As with Kobre, the decision required 
courage against the norm: while many female students participate in the performing 
arts, very few major in it. A translator Atsugah had befriended while studying con-
temporary dance in Ouagadougou during her final year at the university told her about 
Engagement Féminin. Drawn in by the focus on promoting women in dance, Atsugah 
returned to Ouagadougou in 2009 and was selected.

Not all parents embrace their children’s decisions. Salimata Wologem has faced 
greater resistance from her father, who has three wives and twenty- four children, 
including fourteen with her mother. Having performed traditional dance growing up, 
Wologem learned of contemporary dance, and later of Ouédraogo and Bazié, through 
a center in Bobo- Dioulasso. Captivated by the thought of a project that focused exclu-
sively on women, Wologem was determined to apply. She went to Bobo and contacted 
many people she knew in the dance world. Her efforts worked, and she was admitted. 
To complete the training without condemnation, Wologem told her parents that she 
was going to live with her sister. Her father is still not happy about her professional 
choices; neither is her mother. Only one sibling, the youngest, Benjamin, has seen her 
dance. Wologem has come to accept that her parents do not approve, and dances any-
way, because she wants to.

Here lies the boldest proposition of Engagement Féminin: to enact the radical 
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social shifts that grant women freedom of choice — to step into the dance studio, choose 
a profession, and shift Burkinabe social life — the project prioritizes the development 
of contemporary dance in Africa. In doing so, the artists rely on an art form more 
recognized within transnational performance networks, and far less within the region 
itself. Speaking in the context of the Nairobi arts scene, Omolio aptly described the 
gap in understanding about what contemporary dance is and can do: “For a long time 
it has been something that has been like, oh, if you’re a dancer, people kind of think 
your morals are not really straight or something. But people didn’t know about theater 
dance. If you tell them you’re a dancer they think first of all you dance in a club. Those 
of us who stayed, I think we’re creating another image of dancers, which I think is good 
for the people coming behind us.”

 The flipside of la danse contemporaine’s slow- to- take- hold legibility is its aesthetic 
openness, the very quality that makes it possible for a younger generation of artists to 
envision it as a tool for social change. From an early age, most Burkinabe learn tradi-
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tional dances, which can significantly differ from village to village. Commonly accom-
panied by music, and possessing strong rhythms, the dances link to specific life cir-
cumstances, including weddings, births, or funerals. “Tradition” can feel locked down, 
difficult to reimagine, activate, or repurpose. In contrast, dancers perceive freedom 
of expression in contemporary dance — an opportunity not only to discover a unique 
movement style but also to speak about pressing political and social issues. Lifted away 
from the social contexts embedded in traditional dances, contemporary dance offers the 
most critical gift of all — the possibility of individual authorship. One Burkinabe male 
dancer described this to me as “space to think.”

On stage, Wologem’s “thinking space” contains a physical strength that startles 
the eye, emerging as it does out of the simplest gestures like a jack- in- the- box popping 
out with nuclear force. Unexhausted by the choreography, her prowess as a dancer far 
exceeds the demands of a phrase, spills over even the dance itself, even the fact that she 
is a dancer. Just as she has done with her family legacy, she insists that the dance yield 
to her, rather than the other way around. The manner in which Wologem surges forth 
through her dancing could even be seen as a kinesthetic counterpart to the formation, 
elsewhere, of women’s advocacy groups, political education, and efforts to cultivate the 
rights of women within Burkina and beyond.

Her movement, however, even renders inadequate the concept of “rising up” and 
its metaphor of vertical hierarchies, an image often employed in international develop-
ment terminology, which evokes the “uplifted” class pulling the oppressed “upward” 
toward social equality. Engagement Féminin and the dancing of Wologem and her 
colleagues might somehow flip this bottom- up metaphor in favor of something else: 
speaking back to development concepts, by frankly reimagining new terms of social 
progress, expressed through women’s kinesis.

I I I . L E  D É V E LO P P E M E N T  D U R A B L E

To reach La Termitière/CDC from the center of Ouagadougou, visitors must travel 
by moped along several main thoroughfares, some neatly paved, others made of dirt. 
Eventually a narrow road passes a small shack with “Afrocoiffure” painted in partially 
disintegrating red letters over the entry. Here the route becomes rockier and more 
uneven, and dustier when the sun shines, winding to the CDC through a peri- urban 
neighborhood past patches of green trees and scruffy vegetation that break up the sea 
of omnipresent rust- colored dirt. Donkeys mill about, children dart across barefoot, 
more women appear with baskets, and men with wagons cultivate the greenery. When 
it rains, the road turns into pools of mud.

Strikingly different from its environs, the CDC stands as a paean to contemporary 
dance. Inside the compound, there is a parking area, a large building to the right hous-
ing the theater, and a central courtyard that leads into the CDC’s offices, housing, and a 
small canteen that serves meals daily. With its high ceiling and marley stretched over 
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a wood- planked stage, the theater feels like a lofty, spacious barn. Established in 2006 
by Salia Sanou and Seydou Boro, the CDC fosters wide- ranging programs, including the 
internationally known festival Dialogues de Corps. By day, when the lights are off and 
the theater is being used as a studio, the contrast between the bright sunlight outside 
and the dark wood interior forces the eyes to blink on entering the space.

If the history of la danse contemporaine in Africa falls outside the scope of this 
article, it is partly because that history is still being written. The form emerged fully 
in the 1960s, in the aftermath of the continent’s liberation from colonial rule. Defy-
ing easy summary, the techniques depend on the artist and range widely, from mixing 
and manipulating traditional dance forms to the influence of European modern dance 
and ballet. In Burkina Faso, Alassane Congo was one of the first to establish a con-
temporary dance studio. The now midcareer generation of Burkinabe choreographers 
who studied with him includes Sanou and Boro, the founding directors of the CDC, 
who emerged in the 1990s. Irène Tassembédo’s school EDIT (École Internationale de 
Danse Irène Tassembédo) is a more recent presence. Although funding can be difficult 
to secure, transnationalism abounds: the CDC invites guest artists from across Africa, 
Europe, and, less frequently, the United States. With the arrival of the CDC and EDIT, la 
danse contemporaine is no longer exclusively reliant on support from the Centre Cul-
turel Français Georges Méliès, the French cultural center in Burkina Faso, where a 
greater number of European expatriates attended the performances than did the Burki-
nabe public. Local audiences are growing.

I visited the CDC in 2010 to work with one of my collaborators, Lacina Coulibaly, 
a dancer- choreographer from Ouagadougou who teaches at Yale. Wishing to further 
develop ideas on bodies other than our own, Coulibaly invited a group of dancers into 
the studio to work with us. Nine superb male dancers showed up. At the end of the 
session, I sat in the risers and watched Coulibaly develop new material. After collective 
trial and error, he created a phrase consisting of stretched, weighty lunges that darted 
rapidly across the floor. In addition to strong rhythmic impulse, certain qualities of 
traditional dance forms were visible in the men’s training, not least a collective aware-
ness that translated into seamless unison without sacrificing individuality. Dancing in 
tandem, the group of men looked like a flock of hovercrafts, skipping over water with 
an impeccable downward beat.

At the end of the rehearsal, Ouédraogo and Bazié appeared with Wologem and 
Kobre, who were then developing Dans Un S’Y Mettre. They welcomed me to watch 
their research. When I arrived, a dancer occupying center stage began to improvise, 
manipulating an invisible ball of energy with her hands. The other dancers entered 
the theater, wiped their feet on a small carpet beside the stage, and moved onto the 
marley. Joining in, they generated improvisations from basic tasks the choreographers 
had assigned. Wologem worked on one that involved reaching dramatically behind her, 
as if clutching at an unseen threat. She brought a low, flat, woven basket on from stage 
right and stepped around, stepped in, kicked forward, and pulled back with her foot —  
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basically, exploring her options. In the upstage right corner, Kobre balanced the flat 
basket on her head and improvised beneath. Strutting low, she discovered a torso move-
ment in her upper body that created the look of a curvy S,  all the while maintaining her 
balance, and the basket’s equilibrium. Facing upstage, she seemed to be dancing with 
her shadow. The same space that had shaken an hour earlier from the men’s dancing 
now had the feeling of a meditative, harmonious Japanese garden. For about forty min-
utes, Bazié’s approach to direction was simply to sit and watch.

Under the mission of Engagement Féminin, contemporary dance becomes a 
means toward achieving a version of sustainable development, or le développement 
durable. On its website, the World Bank cites a 1987 landmark definition of the term: 
“Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their own needs.” Sustainable development recognizes the 
interrelatedness of economic, social, and environmental needs. Gender inequality — the 
disparity in economic, political, and social opportunities for women versus men — is 
recognized as an international problem, a priority demanding public action. The con-
cept of “needs,” however, is ambiguous — culturally relative and yet constitutive of pol-
icy. And the power of artistic practice to redress these inequalities is not to be found in 
the development community’s arsenal of policy levers.

Through Engagement Féminin and the process of making Dans Un S’Y Mettre, 
Bazié and Ouédraogo imagine sustainable development as the ongoing exchange of 
artistic craft in a dance studio. The “need” on the part of the women involved is for 
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performance expertise, which includes knowledge of dance techniques, but also a culti-
vated artistic eye. Much has been written in the context of the Western feminist move-
ment about the harmfully objectifying power of the active/male gaze. But in patiently 
observing the dancers’ improvisations, Bazié’s gaze did a different kind of work. His 
presence provided the women with an example of how to look: the slow, steady skills 
of observation possessed by the best directors. Arguably conferring rather than seizing 
power, his stillness perhaps had to do with being struck by the knowledge he received 
from the women in return. The system created through the dancers’ improvisations and 
Bazié’s patient observation enacted a commitment to women’s freedom to choose. Choice 
leads to questioning, expressed kinesthetically. Thinking movement presses outward 
into its world. I could hear the creaking sounds of a dominant ideology beginning to 
crack.

Simply folding improvisation into a creative development process does not cause 
societal constraints to fall away overnight. Writing in the context of American dance 
history, Danielle Goldman has argued against prevailing conceptualizations of impro-
visation as an escape to total freedom, a culminating endpoint in which the dancer 
or musician somehow steps outside of history. Total liberation is never obtainable, she 
argues. Instead, “it is the sped- up, imaginative, expressive negotiation with constraint 
that defines improvisation.” The dancers’ forty- minute improvisation remained true 
to this point. Aesthetically, there were clear parameters of movement quality: no one 
jerked, jumped up and down awkwardly, or ran around the studio in ways that would 
have broken the kinesthetic language they were creating. Social constraints assumed 
material form in the complex symbol of the baskets — representing female domestic 
labor, but also an undeniable expertise. The nuts and bolts of social transformation lay 
in the dancers’ freedom to choose their actions within this landscape.

Ouédraogo and Bazié folded the dancers’ improvisatory scores into the final ver-
sion of Dans Un S’Y Mettre. None is more effective in performance than Kobre’s mes-
merizing solo. Clearing the stage, the other dancers leave her alone in the upstage right 
corner, in a pool of white light. She crouches on her heels, her back to the audience, 
with the flat basket balanced on her head, dipping faintly in response to the bobbing 
of her chin. The din of market exchanges drifts in, creating a sense of place. Kobre 
stands in for the women of the marketplace, les vendeuses de fruit, a profession com-
mon throughout West Africa. She discovers movement possibilities largely through the 
continuous, rippling motion of her spine. Rising, she turns to stare at the audience, and 
then returns to face upstage. She later lowers down, whips around, and shoots forward 
on her hands to stare directly downstage once more, and again reverts to her upright, 
back- turned stance. Though direct and probing, Kobre’s frontal stare is not confron-
tational. She seems to be not so much looking at the people looking at her as peer-
ing forward to see what lies beyond. A far horizon line, existing not over but straight 
through the viewer, is implied. Toward this horizon, she eventually moves when she 
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darts backward out of her square of light to end the scene. All the while, she keeps the 
basket balanced on her head.

In Kobre’s solo, movement vocabulary and scenario converge to express the 
themes of Dans Un S’Y Mettre. Her movement comes quite literally out of the “tight 
places” that Goldman deploys in her analysis of improvisation, applying a phrase used 
by scholar Houston Baker. Kobre must operate within a small square of light, with 
the basket on her head. These conditions produce her movement; she must figure out 
how to accomplish a range of motion within her technical constraints, which include 
working through tropes of her diverse dance training. The fluidity of her spine gives 
her the greatest range of motion within this balancing act, and thus the greatest pos-
sibility for escape. Whereas the gaze is often lowered in many traditional West African 
dance forms, Kobre’s is raised. Her improvisation disrupts the Burkinabe practice of 
basket carrying with another, self- generated movement language — an aesthetic written 
by a female body, which probes, subverts, and expands the roles and moves historically 
assigned to her.

An even more profound commentary becomes apparent, however, in the solo’s 
inherent paradox. Kobre does not throw the basket across the stage. She tries very hard 
to keep it on, accepting that this basket is part of her, offering the mechanisms through 
which she speaks. But she also tries hard to preserve the ability to move and to explore 
all the potential options for that movement. While simultaneously resisting confine-
ment, she preserves the tightly contained system that never breaks open, or breaks at 
all. Later, Kobre described her intentions in this scene through one word: l ’équilibre.

IV. L’É Q U I L I B R E

Listening to the artists talk about Dans Un S’Y Mettre, one quickly notices the preva-
lence of the word l ’ équilibre, which technically translates as “balance” or “equilibrium” 
but differs in meaning depending on the artist using it. Just as it underpins the think-
ing in Kobre’s solo, the word intertwines with the choreographic choices and helps to 
explain the measured aesthetic of the piece as a whole. But the implications of l ’équilibre 
do not end with the relationship it fastens between language and movement: the artists’ 
deployment of the word offers a distinct vision for coming into gender equality.

Speaking in translated French, Kobre explains of her solo: “Finding balance is 
a big part of African life. If you go to Africa you see women riding on a motorcycle 
with something on their heads and a baby on their back, doing all sorts of movements 
through traffic and never will anything fall. That’s something we wanted to represent 
in the piece because it’s emblematic of an African woman’s life.” The goal, she says, 
is “to find this équilibre . . . why doesn’t the basket fall? That’s just part of la vie Afric-
aine.” Kobre uses the word l ’équilibre to refer to physical balance — an even distribu-
tion of weight that permits a woman to engage in complex, corporeal multitasking. 
The basket, the baby, the motorbike, and the traffic symbolize competing forces that 
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a woman must continually reconcile, with virtuosity that extends from the physical to 
the spiritual. Her solo stands as a metaphor for the fundamental challenges of African 
women’s lives.

Also speaking in French, Ouédraogo expands further on the social and spiri-
tual dimensions of l ’équilibre when he describes the overall intentions of Dans Un S’Y 
Mettre: “A unifying element of the piece is this question of balance, or equilibrium. 
That’s why we introduce these moments with the baskets; this is part of what we’re 
trying to communicate. The piece speaks about finding balance within one’s self, and 
within a community of people, and society in general. Every viewer will have a personal 
reading, but these were the main principles guiding the piece’s creation: l ’équilibre, avec 
les autres, avec les associés, et la communauté.” Achieving equilibrium within oneself and 
in relation to others is not on first assessment the revolutionary howl one might expect 
of a project that recognizes its relationship to feminist movements worldwide. A closer 
look at the artists’ use of the word, however, reveals a specific way of thinking about 
social transformation.

L’équilibre in French refers primarily to the physical sense — an even distribu-
tion of weight — which for Kobre and Ouédraogo moves from physical to metaphorical 
implications. The English translations — balance or equilibrium — often relate directly, 
one mapping onto the other: balance can mean “to keep oneself in equilibrium.” Both 
words, as well as the meaning of équilibre in French, take into account the need to rec-
oncile seemingly opposing forces. The Oxford English Dictionary defines equilibrium as 
the “state of equal balance between powers of any kind; equality of importance or effect 
among the various parts of any complex unity.”

This “state of equal balance between powers” may be accomplished along the lines 
of another image — that of the balance as an instrument for weighing. The mechanics 
of such an instrument suggest adding, rather than subtracting, to achieve equality. 
Using the word l ’équilibre, instead of l ’égalité or “equality,” borrows from this image to 
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suggest an evening, or parity, by peaceable means. Within a formerly colonized coun-
try, in which “patriarchal power” has entirely other resonances related to the Euro-
pean colonial establishment, one begins to understand why Burkinabe female liberation 
movements might frame gender equality as mutual support. There is no implication 
of weakening the dominant party, but rather a quietly respectful, shared effort toward 
greater prominence for women.

In its tension between kinesthetic constraint and liberation, Kobre’s solo envi-
sions this process. As she explains further:

Sometimes African society is very constraining, especially toward women, and 
this [piece] is a space of expression, to break away from that kind of constraint. 
In African society women don’t have agency; they don’t have speech. This piece 
shows concretely that a woman is not just a decorative piece in a house; she is not 
something that is contained in that house and stays in that private sphere. All of 
those other things that a woman can be and can do in this piece is demonstrated 
and stated.

If Kobre’s description begins to point toward a feminist ideology, imagined through 
a woman’s kinesthetic virtuosity, moving into English, in the comments of Atsugah, 
the Ghanaian dancer, l ’équilibre becomes even more explicitly about gender equality, 
in the precise sense of the word as it is deployed to describe equal opportunity for men 
and women. Atsugah places primary emphasis on women’s responsibility to act:

Rehearsal at 
Engagement Féminin, 
Ouagadougou, Burkina 
Faso, 2012. Photo:  
Bienvenue Bazié
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What we need mostly is the finding of the equilibrium. Most of us, we talk; we say 
we are women, and we are underrepresented. Women have to be given this oppor-
tunity to do that, and all that. Fine. What about us? What are we doing to push 
ourselves? This is one of the questions we have to ask ourselves as women. And the 
answer I find for myself is that I was called. There was an opportunity for me. Will 
I let this opportunity go? No. Some women, when this opportunity comes, there 
will be a restraint, there will be a lot of restraint. But you have to be strong. You 
have to be strong. And then go out, fight for yourself, and then let it happen in your 
life. So, these are the various things that encourage me, and then to find that equi-
librium in this very particular piece. So you are finding that this way of doing this, 
was finding the equilibrium way. These are some of the challenges you face in life. 
You go up, you go up, you have this huge thing, this project you want to achieve, 
and then it’s shaky. So it’s up to you to stand upright, go for it, whatever you want 
in life. If it’s contemporary dance you want to do, go for it. Don’t let any talk bring 
you down. Go out there. Find that equilibrium between you the woman and you 
the man. There is no difference. I think what the man can do we can also do. And 
so I think we should just all go out there, and we find better that equilibrium for 
ourselves.

The concept of l ’ équilibre connects the dancers’ movement to gender politics, which 
emerge out of the specificity of Burkinabe and West African culture, while potentially 
offering an important way of imagining, coming into, and sustaining social equal-
ity between men and women. Social transformation is forged here through the joint 
effort of male and female artists and articulated in the women’s dancing. That their 
vision of gender equality forcibly presses outward through several layers of remove from 
the international arena — through women’s embodiment, creative practice, and dance 
within West African culture — makes Engagement Féminin all the more original.

The version of la danse contemporaine described here will change over time, 
because the social spaces will continue to change. Kobre plans to become a choreog-
rapher, and Wologem would like to make for herself a solo piece. Atsugah plans to 
become a dance scholar, and Pale will pursue her singing career. Now four editions into 
Engagement Féminin, the number of participants has increased, and the roster of guest 
artists continues to diversify the dance techniques and ideas. Ouédraogo and Bazié per-
sist in their commitment to the project, in the face of an increasingly challenging fund-
ing environment, and to their own work, which participates in other forms of promot-
ing contemporary dance from Africa within the continent and abroad.

The consequences of social transformations whose seedbed lay in the 1960s con-
tinue to ripple through everyday life in Burkina Faso. Two days before I left the country 
in the summer of 2010, I sat in the back of a taxi winding through Ouagadougou. With 
several cracked windows and an uncertain engine, the car putted along. Unlike the 
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sparse interiors of other cabs, the driver had wallpapered the interior and exterior of 
his car windows with stickers of twentieth- century black male power figures. Oua-
gadougou passed in a blur through Fela Kuti, Bob Marley, Malcolm X, and Barack 
Obama. One window featured a series of images of Thomas Sankara, the political 
leader who in the 1980s bequeathed the name Burkina Faso to the country formerly 
known as Upper Volta. Half of these figures from whom the cab driver sought strength 
were artists, and all were men. I wondered how different this iconography would be in 
another fifty years.
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